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Chapter 5 The American Revolution, 1763–1783 THE CRISIS BEGINS

Consolidating the Empire

Cost of the Seven Years’ War led Great Britain to make Colonists share in its costs. Taxing the Colonies Before war: Colonists simply ignored them. During the war: Equals. After the war: Seemed only fair that Americans follow Navigation Acts, help reduce war debt, and pay for. American Revolution Project. The Road to Revolution Vocabulary Name: Chapter 6, pages 155.

Background: Until the end of the Seven Years’ War in 1763, few colonists in British North America objected to their place in the British Empire. Colonists in British America reaped many benefits from the British imperial system and bore few costs for those benefits. Indeed, until the early 1760s, the British mostly left their American colonies alone. The Seven Years’ War (known in America as the French and Indian War) changed everything. Although Britain eventually achieved victory over France and its allies, victory had come at great cost. A staggering war debt influenced many British policie